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Vintage Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Notes from a Defeatist, Joe
Sacco, Sacco paved the way for Palestine with his powerful triptych on modern war and its
innocent victims, originally published in his comic Yahoo and collected here: 'When Good Bombs
Happen to Bad People' chronicles the effect of aerial warfare on civilians, from Germany and
Japan in World War II to Libya in 1986; 'More Women, More Children, More Quickly' is written from a
victim's perspective, as Sacco illustrates his mother's harrowing experiences during Italian and
German WWII raids on Malta; and 'How I Loved the War', Defeatist's centrepiece, is Sacco's
impassioned but sardonic reflection on the Gulf War, and the surrounding propaganda and media
circus. Published during the reign of Bush I, it has since acquired an even sharper relevance.
Defeatist also features Sacco's first (relatively) long-form piece, 'In the Company of Long Hair', a
hilarious roadie's-eye view of an American punk band's eventful European tour from Amsterdam to
Madrid, as well as 'Cartoon Genius', 'Voyage to the End of the Library', 'A Disgusting Experience',
and 'On My Day Off', a cycle of funny and rueful autobiographic comics that display Sacco's
graphic verve to its fullest...
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This book is great. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely basic way and it is merely after i finished reading
through this ebook in which basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Leopold Schm idt-- Leopold Schm idt

I just started o  reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Ga ylor d-- Dessie Ga ylor d
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